Dear law students...

FIRE-UP YOUR FUTURE!

Managing information

As law students we are bombarded by countless sessions, events, societies and other opportunities. While it is very important to get involved, sometimes it is not clear what to prioritise. The best solution would be to compile the wealth of information into one place, so law students can easily keep track of what is going on.

Developing Super-Skills

Law firms value language skills and cultural awareness. The best way to achieve this could be learning from each other through tandem learning,

Securing a training contract

When you get around to writing up your applications, sometimes it is not easy to distinguish between the various law firms. I would like to create a database, detailing all the subtle differences between the firms and help King’s law students to stand out from the crowd.

Facilitate access to funding

Did you know there are 400 ways to raise additional funds for your studies? Everybody should be aware of the different possibilities.

I am here for all of you; I am listening to you and will solve any issues or concerns you may have.

Let’s make this the best year of our lives!!

Eli

vote Eliska Macnerova for your Law School Rep and nothing will stand in your way